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Author comments in brackets [….] 

Introduction 
Abu Qatada “the Palestinian” is considered an influential ideologue of the so-called salafist-
jihadist movement. Born in Palestine, Qatada grew up in Jordan and ended up as a militant 
Islamist preacher in London. In spite of his Palestinian background, Abu Qatada appears to 
have focused more on supporting armed Islamist groups in other parts of the world than the 
Palestinian struggle against Israel. Since the 1980s he has pursued fierce activism with a 
view to overthrow Jordanian monarchy. In the early 1990s he spent time among the Arab 
volunteer anti-Communist fighters in Pakistan and Afghanistan. In 1993 he gained asylum in 
Britain and began acting as a spiritual guide for Islamist guerrillas in Algeria and Chechnya.  

Over the last decade, while going in and out of prison accused of aiding international 
terrorism, Abu Qatada has continued working to define the theological basis of al-Qaida and 
likeminded movements. This working paper explores Qatada’s life and ideology, focusing on 
his relationship to the Palestine cause.1

The paper argues that, although the preacher appears to have an emotional connection to 
the homeland and obviously fosters strong hatred for Jews and the state of Israel, his 
uncompromising ideology has prevented him from playing a role among the Palestinian 
resistance movements.  

  

Qatada’s relationship to Palestine appears to be one of love and hate. While acknowledging 
the suffering of the Palestinian people and eulogizing its martyrs, he despises the Palestinian 
leadership, including HAMAS’s leadership, having given upon the idea that Palestine could 
be liberated from within. His disappointment with Palestinian militants’ political endeavours 
(which in his view constitute the sin of putting worldly self-interests before religion), 
appears to have been a central factor in pushing Qatada towards the global jihad camp.    

                                                           

1 The article defines ideology as systematic, normative thinking about how to change societies. Ideologies 
typically contain descriptions of societal problems, specifying their causes (diagnosis); the reasons why the 
problems should be solved; who should solve them (rationale); as well as prescriptions on how to solve the 
problems and the consequences of solving them (prognosis), John Wilson, Introduction to Social Movements 
(New York: Basic Books, 1973). 
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Existing research 
There are very few academic studies of Abu Qatada. The most complete biographical 
information can be found in Abu Rumman et al. (2009) and Thomas (2003).2 The most 
detailed accounts of his activities in the UK can be found in a book by UK journalists 
McGrory and O’Neill (2006), as well as the autobiography of ex-jihadist and infiltrator Nasiri 
(2006).3 With regards to the preacher’s ideology, CTC’s Militant Ideology Atlas provided 
indicators on Qatada’s popularity and standing within the jihadists’ ideological community, 
whereas informed analyses of Qatada’s ideology appeared in Abu Rumman (2009).4 Last, it 
should be noted that there exist some criticisms of Abu Qatada’s ideology on religious 
grounds, by Muslims who seek to demonstrate that he exploits Islam for violent purposes 
(al-Jazaa’iree, 2007).5

Note on method and sources 

   

The following method has been used in the analysis. I first looked up all secondary literature 
and press articles dealing with Qatada’s life that I could find online before searching for 
primary sources (e.g. eyewitness accounts, judicial documents and expert interviews). 
Having pieced together main events of the Palestinian’s background I turned to his 
ideological communication, focusing on written material. 6

This part of the research benefitted from the jihadist tradition of self-documentation. 
Followers of another famous Jordanian-Palestinian salafist-jihadist ideologue (and one of 
Qatada’s mentors), Isam Mohammed Taher al-Barqawi (Abu Mohammed al-Maqdisi), 
engine a comprehensive library of jihadist literature online called Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l - 
Jihad (The Platform for Monotheism and Jihad), in which Qatada has been given his own file 
(malaff khass). This file contains most (if not all) of Qatada’s ideological production, 
including approximately 200 texts and a number of recorded speeches. Moreover, the 
administrators have continuously updated the file when new publications have become 
available, in addition to publishing texts that have been translated into English by the 
jihadists’ translation service, At-Tibyan Publications.
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2 Thomas, Dominique, Le Londonistan, La Voix Du Djihad, Paris: Edi-tions Michalon, 2003;  Abu Rumman and 
Hassan Abu Hanieh,The Jihadi Salafist Movement in Jordan after Zarqawi: Identity, Leadership Crisis and 
Obscured Vision, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman, 2009, URL: 

 Most of the material dates back to the 

http://library.fes.de/pdf-
files/bueros/amman/06601.pdf 
3 O'Neill, Sean, and Daniel McGrory, The Suicide Factory, Abu Hamza and the Finsbury Park Mosque. London: 
Harper Perennial, 2006; Omar Nasiri, Inside the Jihad: My Life with Al Qaeda a Spy's Story. New York: Basic 
Books, 2006.  
4 William McCants (ed.). Militant Ideology Atlas, Executive Report. West Point: Combating Terrorism Center 
(CTC), 2006; -------; Militant Ideology Atlas, Research Compendium. West Point: Combating Terrorism Center 
(CTC), 2006; Abu Rumman et al (2009). 
5 Shaykh AbdulMalik ibn Ahmad ibn Mubaraak ar-Ramadaanee al-Jazaa'iree, "The Savage Barbarism of Abu 
Qatada," SalafiManhaj, 2007 http://www.salafimanhaj.com/pdf/SalafiManhajQataadah.pdf  
6 Qatada’s ideological communication also includes audiotapes and videos, but it has not been possible for the 
author to study such material due to the volume of sources and the time and resources allocated for the study. 
An important advantage of text material is the possibility of electronic searching making it easier to pinpoint 
relevant messages and passages in large amounts of text.  
7 At-Tibyan Publications, URL: http://www.tibyan.co.cc/  
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1990s and early 2000s before Qatada were arrested, but he has also managed to write while 
in jail, and his followers have in turn helped him smuggle texts from inside prison and 
distribute them on the Internet.8

While it is a major advantage to have the text materials collected and systematized (into 
categories “books and research”, “conversations,” “articles and essays,” “fatwas and 
answers,” “novels and poems,” “audios,” “videos,” “statements” and “brochures”), the 
sheer amount and diversity of text materials constitutes a methodological challenge.  

  

I first skimmed texts categorizing them according to topic, familiarizing with the broader 
ideological framework. In this effort I leaned on secondary literature.9

Then, zooming in on the preacher’s approach to Palestine, I singled out texts having a 
reference to Palestine or Palestinians in the title. Next I searched  through all texts counting 
the words “filastin” (Palestine) and “yahud” (Jews), which will also include “filastiniyyun” 
(Palestinians), “filastini” (Palestinian), “jahudi” (Jewish) and “al-dawla al-jahudiyya” (The 
Jewish state, which is an expression the jihadists use apparently to avoid the word “Israel”, 
which could be seen as recognizing its existence). Then I did control searches inside the texts 
having the most references to these words, using other geographical names and topics 
Qatada has showed an interest in (see below), e.g. “Shishan” (Chechnya), “al-jaza’ir” 
(Algeria), “al-urdun” (Jordan) and the word “jihad”. I also did some control searches using 
the words “Ghaza”, “Yassin” (referring to HAMAS’s late spiritual leader Ahmed Yassin) and 
“HAMAS” because I noticed that these topics were addressed in titles or addressed I texts I 
first skimmed. Using these simple word counts as a point of departure, I read through a 
selection of texts more thoroughly aiming to interpret how the Palestinian jihadist 
theologian positions himself vis-à-vis his country of origin. 

 My analysis of the 
broader ideology focuses on the political meanings and consequences of Qatada’s doctrine, 
as they may affect his relationship to the Palestine cause. In the effort I studied, but did not 
question or analyze the way Qatada exploits religious sources (Quran, Prophet Traditions, 
religious scholars) [beyond scope and my abilities]. 

Abu Qatada’s communication style appears to reflect his personality and religious-political 
project, in addition to constituting a methodological challenge in itself. He is a highly skilled 
essayist, pursuing a colourful and complex language while at the same time getting the 
message through effectively. The texts typically revolve around a religiously defined 
dichotomy (truth and falsehood/divine governance and ignorance, see below), which in turn 
are used in analyses of historical or current political realities (see below). It is noteworthy 
that Qatada is arrogantly well aware of his talents, playfully addressing the reader, guiding 
us through arguments, while introducing more or less subtle ironies and sarcasms to 
underscore punch lines. From a Western, secularist and methodological angle, the texts are 
challenging to read as they revolve around with Arab-Islamic religious-cultural terms and 
references. 

                                                           

8 One problem with the text material is that very few texts have been given a publication date. The texts appear 
to have been organized chronologically on the MTJ website and some of them are dated whereas, others refer to 
particular events making it possible to specify time approximately. However, the absence of dates makes it 
difficult to trace systematic changes in the preacher’s ideological communication. 
9 Abu Rumman et al (2009). 
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Profile 
Abu Qatada is the alias or kunya of a Jordanian-Palestinian named ‘Umar Bin Mahmud Abu 
‘Umar. He was born in the village Deir al-Sheikh outside Jerusalem and not far from 
Bethlehem in the (then) Jordanian-controlled West Bank, in 1960 [or 1961].10 His family 
moved to Amman during his childhood [when, why, 67-war?] and settled in a poor district 
called Ras al-Ayn near the refugee camps, where his father set up a small butcher shop.11 To 
people from the area Qatada was known as a pious and studious young man involved in 
social and religious activism including the setting up of a local mosque named The Rightly 
Guided Caliphs (al-khulafa al-rashidun), in which he also came to function as imam.12 Very 
religious, but apparently not extreme in a political sense, Qatada became an ardent follower 
of the Tabligh movement as a student and obtained a bachelor in Islamic jurisprudence at 
the Faculty of Law at the University of Amman in 1984, after which he enrolled in higher 
studies. As a youth, he reportedly spent much time verifying Islamic sources (tahqiq) 
together with one of his friends.13

Joining the Jordanian Army, Qatada was reportedly assigned to be a low-ranking warrant 
officer inside jails where he is believed to have made his first contacts with the salafist 
current. He also came to develop a mentor-protégé relationship with the Kuwait-based 
Palestinian-Jordanian salafist thinker Isam Mohammed Taher al-Barqawi (Abu Mohammed 
al-Maqdisi), who together with Qatada and the late Abu Musab al-Zarqawi came to lead the 
salafist-jihadist movement in Jordan from the early 1990s and onwards.

 

14  During his early 
adulthood in Jordan Qatada was also influenced by salafist scholars and opposition figures in 
Saudi Arabia, such as Safar al-Hawali and Salman al-Awda, and he travelled to the Kingdom 
to attend their lectures [he later criticized them for becoming co-opted by the Saudi 
regime].15 Around 1990, Abu Qatada and Abu Mohammed al-Maqdisi attempted to mobilize 
the first Jordanian salafist organization, which they called The Sunnis (ahl al-sunnah wa’l 
jama’a). However, the project failed, apparently because of lack of enthusiasm among 
potential recruits.16

                                                           

10 Ibid., and “taqrir hawla nasha al-sheikh abu qatada fi’l-urdun,” [Report on the upbringing of the sheikh Abu 
Qatada in Jordan] Al-Jazeera (documentary, in Arabic) accessed via YouTube, URL: 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIPisvVpqHg 
11 “shaqiq “mufti” al-jama’a al-Islamiyya atahamma wa bara’a fi qadiat “bayat al-imam”,” al-Hayat 18 February 
1996. 

12 “taqrir hawla nasha al-sheikh abu qatada fi’l-urdun”. 

13 Ibid. Tahqiq means verification of ahadith (Prophet Traditions) by tracing chains (isnad) of narrators back to a 
credible reliable source among the first Muslims. By way of tahqiq, Islamic scholars classify ahadith as “sahih” 
(true), “hasan” (good/acceptable) and “da’if” (weak). Two ahadith collections, Sahih Bukhari and Sahih Muslim, 
dating back to 800 AD claim to contain only true ahadith. Consult e.g. ‘Abd al-Hadi al-Fadli, Introduction to 
Hadtith. London: ICAS Press, 2002, pp 25 ff. 

14 “The Contemporary Godfather of Islamic Extremist Ideology,” al-Sharq al-Awsat 25 November 2006, for an 
analysis of Maqdisi’s ideology consult Joas Wagemakers (2009): A Purist Jihadi-Salafi: The Ideology of Abu 
Muhammad al-Maqdisi, British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, 36:2, 281-297, URL: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13530190903007327  

15  E-Mail correspondence with Dominique Thomas, March 2008. 

16 Ibid.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIPisvVpqHg�
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When Saddam Hussein’s forces invaded Kuwait, Qatada became unpopular in Jordan 
because he publicly criticized the Iraqi president, who was considered a hero by many 
Jordanians and Palestinians.17 In 1991, after experiencing troubles with the Jordanian 
security services he headed for Peshawar, Pakistan where he finished an MA in Islamic 
jurisprudence [he travelled via Malaysia and spent some time in that country, what did he 
do there?]. Through his contact with al-Maqdisi (who was considered a religious authority 
among the so-called “Arab Afghans,” [Arabs who volunteered to fight against Communists in 
Afghanistan], he obtained a post as a lecturer at the open Islamic University set up for the 
religious education of Arab volunteers.18

In 1993 Abu Qatada applied for asylum in the U.K. for himself and his family and started to 
preach at the Four Feathers Club [also known as Baker Street Mosque] before a growing 
number of Arab Afghanistan veterans entering the U.K., while rallying support for Islamist 
rebels in Algeria, Chechnya, Bosnia and the Middle East. Qatada also gave lectures at his 
home in West London. According to Fawas Gerges, during the late 1990s Qatada was in 
contact from the U.K. with members of al-Qaida in Afghanistan.

 It was presumably during his time in Peshawar that 
Qatada developed ties to al-Qaida’s networks.  

19 In a 2002 interview by the 
UK-based Arab daily al-Sharq al-Awsat, Qatada was confronted with claims that he had been 
mentioned in a poem found on al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahiri’s personal computer in 
Afghanistan. 20 Qatada answered that he did not believe these rumours, but added that if 
they were true he was truly flattered [al-Zawahiri appears to be one of the few people 
Qatada respects and admires and he has written a tribute to the Egyptian].21  Another 
indication on a relationship between Qatada and al-Qaida appeared in the biography of a 
Moroccan infiltrator of European jihadist networks in the mid-1990s. The infiltrator, going 
by the pseudonym Omar Nasiri, claims he was asked to deliver a message from the 
supervisor of one al-Qaida training camp in Afghanistan, Abu Zubaydah, to the Palestinian 
Abu Walid, who at that time acted as Qatada’s deputy in London.22

Moreover, Qatada has been linked to multiple al-Qaida associated cells and networks 
spanning Muslim and Western countries, sometimes rather vaguely, but at other times very 
concretely. In the mid-1990s he reached the headlines for supporting Algerian Armed 
Islamic Group (GIA), which launched a series of bomb attacks in France during 1995. In the 
wake of the 9/11 attacks video-tapes of Qatada’s lectures were found inside Hamburg 

  

                                                           

17 Umar Abd al-Hakim (Abu Mus‘ab al-Suri), A Summary of My Testimony on the Holy Struggle in Algeria, 1988-
1996, 2004, translated excerpts courtesy Brynjar Lia.  

18 E-Mail correspondence with Dominique Thomas, March 2008. 

19 Fawaz A. Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2005, p 223.  
20 "hiwar abi qatada m'a jaridat al-sharq al-awsat," 2002 via MTJ website, URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=xysrye62 .  
21 Ibid. and “hakim al-haraka al-islamiyya: Ayman al-Zawahiri,” unknown date, via MTJ website, URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=dh5yj8ss . 

22 Nasiri, Inside the Jihad, p 281. 
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apartments used by the suicide-pilots while preparing the attacks from Hamburg.23 
According to a Spanish indictment Qatada was in frequent contact with an al-Qaida 
financing and logistics cell in Madrid which was headed by Imad Eddine Barakat Yarkas (Abu 
Dahdah), and disrupted during the late fall of 2001.24 The same year Qatada’s name came 
up in the investigation of a terrorist cell with links to the Algerian jihadist organization GIA 
on one hand and al-Qaida on the other, which was plotting attacks on the U.S. targets in 
Europe. Associates of this cell claimed in interrogations that Qatada supplied the plotters 
with money.25 An investigation in Germany linked Qatada to an al-Qaida affiliated terrorist 
organization called al-Tawhid (the forerunner of al-Qaida in Iraq), which ran a training camp 
on Afghanistan’s border with Iran and a terrorist network spanning the Middle East and 
Europe. A terrorist cell run by this organization plotted attacks against Jewish targets in 
Germany during 2002, but was disrupted during planning stages.26 The cell was controlled 
by the infamous Abu Musab al-Zarqawi who was the operational leader of Tawhid and later 
emerged as the leader of al-Qaida’s Iraqi branch. In interrogations one of the plotters 
claimed that al-Zarqawi needed theological approval from the Tawhid organization’s 
religious guide Abu Qatada before ordering a terrorist attack.27 The investigations of the 
network behind the 2004 Madrid bombings revealed that several people associated with 
this terrorist cell had travelled to London to interact with Qatada [e.g. al-Mallah brothers].28 
On the computers of people involved in the Madrid attacks investigators found numerous 
videos and audio files, as well as several texts attributed to Qatada.29 In a 2009 statement 
smuggled out from Long Lartin prison Qatada himself indicated that he may have influenced 
an active terrorist cell. He described a meeting with a man inside prison who was charged, 
but later acquitted for involvement in attempted bomb attacks against a night club in 
London and Glasgow international airport in 2007 by a terrorist cell composed of medical 
doctors.30 Qatada boasted that this man said he had been influenced by his audiotapes “a 
lot”.31

                                                           

23 Michael Dobbs, "Probe Targets Cleric in London; Radical Preacher Draws Followers While Enjoying British 
Public Aid," Washington Post 28 October 2001, URL: 

 Furthermore, at least one of the ideological texts retrieved from a computer 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-
dyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A63383-2001Oct27 . 

24 Ministracion de Justicia, “Juzgado Central de Instruccion no.005, Madrid, 

Sumario (Proc. Ordinario) 0000035 /2001 E’, dated 17 Sept. 2003, (indictment of the Abu Dahdah network). 
25 Petter Nesser, Jihad in Europe: Patterns in Islamist terrorist cell formation and behavior, 1995 – 2010, PhD 
dissertation, University of Oslo, forthcoming 2012. 
26 For an analysis of the terrorist plot, consult Ibid. 
27 Interrogations of Shadi Abdullah. Translated by Steven Arons. Courtesy Peter Bergen. Dated May through 
October 2002. 
28 Juzgado Central De Instruccion N 6 Audiencia Nacional Madrid Sumario 20/2004. One of the al-Mallah 
brothers possessed a box containing 117 videos of Abu Qatada (p 1236). 
29 Juzgado Central De Instruccion N 6 Audiencia Nacional Madrid Sumario 20/2004. 
30 Woolwich Crown Court, “The Queen v Bilal Talal Abdul Samad Abdulla and Mohammed Jamil Abdelqadader 
Asha, Opening note,” 7 October 2008. 
31 According to "An Address to the Muslims from Abû Qatâdah, ‘Umar ibn Mahmûd Abû ‘Umar," At-Tibyan 2 
September 2009, URL: http://www.tibyan.co.cc/2009/09/address-to-muslims-from-abu-qatadah.html , Qatada 
met the man Mohammed A. inside Belmarsh High Security Prison, and he told Qatada that he had been 
influenced by the preacher. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A63383-2001Oct27�
http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A63383-2001Oct27�
http://www.tibyan.co.cc/2009/09/address-to-muslims-from-abu-qatadah.html�
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belonging to the “Doctors’ cell” were presumably written by Qatada [check, and add 
source]. Last, there exists much anecdotal evidence indicating that radical Islamist 
communities in diverse countries have considered Qatada a real scholar and authority, and 
been influenced by him. For example, Italian press reported from Muslim communities in 
Italy that extremists had obtained fatwas on telephone from Qatada using them to threaten, 
intimidate and excommunicate mainstream Muslims.32

Since 1993, living on U.K. welfare and money collected by his followers inside the U.K. and 
abroad, together with the Syrian al-Qaida associate and renowned jihadist strategist Abu 
Musab al-Suri, Qatada edited the propaganda magazine of the Armed Islamic Group (GIA) 
(the main jihadist insurgent group during the Algerian civil war), called al-Ansar (The 
Supporters). He also helped edit the magazine of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), 
al-Fajr, Egyptian Islamic Jihad’s (EIJ) magazine al-Mujahidun, and an independent salafist 
magazine named al-Manhaj (The Method). These magazines reported from battlefields in 
Algeria, Bosnia, and Chechnya and disseminated communiqués from armed groups as well 
as theological analyses and legal opinions (fatawa) from various ideologues. Qatada himself 
wrote numerous articles, commentaries, analyses and legal opinions in the magazine, most 
importantly the essay series “Between the Two Methods” (bayn al-manhajayn), that later 
were published as a book by a Danish radical Islamist publishing house dubbed Al-Nur. In 
March 1995 he issued a famous fatwa legitimizing the killing of the offspring and wives of 
Algerian soldiers and policemen as a means to “ward off the exposure and killing of the 
Brothers” (meaning the jihadist insurgents) in Algeria.

 [Also, the Danish-Moroccan jihadist 
propagandist Said Mansour who has been linked to several terrorist cells disrupted in 
Denmark, made phone calls to Qatada to ask for advice, add source (Danish verdict)].     

33 This fatwa has been much criticized 
within militant ranks, even by Qatada’s pupil, the Egyptian radical Abu Hamza (see below).34

In mid-1996 Qatada reluctantly had to withdraw his support for the GIA after other leading 
figures and groups in the London jihadist community concluded that the group had violated 
Islamic law by murdering leaders of the competing Islamist trend in Algeria, the Islamic 
Salvation Front (FIS) and emissaries sent to the country by the Libyan Islamic Fighting 
Group.

 

35

                                                           

32 ”Italy: Pro-Bin Ladin Muslims Said Seeking To Gain Control of Mosques in Italy,” La Repubblica 9 July 2002. 

 After being compelled to denounce the GIA the main focus of Qatada’s support 

33 Qatada defended this fatwa in a televised debate in November 2000 and in an interview with CNN in 
November 2001, consult Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC), "Omar Othman (aka Abu Qatada) v. 
Secretary of State for the Home Department, SC/15/2005," dated 26 February 2007, p 7. See also the original 
fatwa in majallat al-ansar, no 90, 30 March 1995 entitled “jawaz qatl al-dhiriyya wa al-niswan dar’an likhatr hatk 
al’irad wa qatl al-ikhwan” [Permission to kill the offspring and women to ward off exposure and killing of the 
brothers]. 

34 “abu hamza yatlub al-usuli al-urduni “abu qatada” bi’ltawba ‘an “fatwahu” bi qatl nisa wa atfal rijal 

al-shurta wa al-jaysh al-‘arab,” al-Sharq al-Awsat, 20 June 2001, URL: 
http://www.aawsat.com/details.asp?article=43746&issueno=8240  

35 Camille al-Tawil, al-qa’ida wa akhawatiha, qisat al-jihadiin al-‘arab [Al-Qaida and her sisters, the story of the 
Arab jihadists] (Beirut: Dar al-Saqi, 2008). 

http://www.aawsat.com/details.asp?article=43746&issueno=8240�
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activism was the Islamist insurgency in Chechnya. When Qatada was arrested for the first 
time in 2001, he possessed large amounts of cash earmarked for Chechen rebels.36

Qatada is one of three jihadist preachers who played a key role in mobilizing a viable 
network of salafist-jihadists in London, the UK and beyond. Due to theological skills and 
connection to the Arab Afghan movement, Qatada became the rallying point for veteran 
jihadist fighters with ties to armed groups, whereas the Egyptian Abu Hamza and the Syrian 
Omar Bakri Mohammed (Omar Bakri) became important organizers and recruiters among 
second generation immigrants.  

  

Omar Bakri and Abu Hamza belong to the same ideological camp as Qatada, Hamza having 
been one of Qatada’s students, who also spent some time in Afghanistan and Bosnia. Omar 
Bakri is a former member of the politically inclined Hizb al-Tahrir (HUT) movement. After 
abandoning HUT he founded his own salafist-jihadist organization called al-Muhajiroun in 
Saudi Arabia in the 1980s, and re-established the group in the UK during the 1990s. Before 
he left the UK for Lebanon following the 2005 subway bombings, he had gathered a 
substantial following among young Brits of Pakistani and Bengali backgrounds, which he 
continues to guide from Lebanon via Internet chat rooms. As for Abu Hamza, he took over 
as a religious guide for the GIA after Qatada denounced the group.  He remained a 
supporter of the GIA until 98/99 when it became clear that the leader of the group was 
behind a 1997 fatwa declaring the whole Algerian people as unbelievers (takfir). After he cut 
ties with the GIA organization, he continued to accommodate a following dominated by 
young people from North African and Pakistani origins, which was oriented towards al-Qaida 
and the global jihad ideology.37

The relationship between the leading jihadist preachers in London fluctuated between 
cooperation, competition and conflicts over resources and recruits.

  

38 Qatada stood out as 
the main theologian, Omar Bakri earned a reputation as a skilled organizer, whereas Abu 
Hamza was a reputed agitator. The trio kept extensive contacts with international jihadist 
networks in Western and Muslim countries, and cooperated with colleague preachers and 
activists across Europe in supporting armed insurgencies in Muslim countries and in 
mobilizing salafist-jihadist movements and networks globally. Their main platforms were 
radical underground mosques and the Internet.39

In 2007 there was one incident that seemingly tied Qatada to jihadists inside Palestine. 
Members of a jihadist organization called Jaysh al-Islam (Army of Islam) kidnapped BBC 
journalist Alan Johnston and demanded the release of Abu Qatada and other militant 
prisoners in the UK in exchange for his release. The Army of Islam had also kidnapped 
HAMAS personnel, and was soon cracked down on harshly by the Islamist party. It released 
the British journalist after HAMAS threatened to execute an arrested leader of the 

   

                                                           

36 “Profile: Abu Qatada,” BBC News, 26 February 2007. 
37 O'Neill and McGrory, The Suicide Factory. 
38 Sean O'Neill and Daniel McGrory, The Suicide Factory (London: Harper Perennial, 2006), and Petter Nesser, 
Jihad in Europe, “Patterns in Islamist terrorist cell formation and behavior, 1995-2010,” (Doctoral thesis), 
forthcoming 
39 Ibid. 
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organization. While Qatada in an interview praised the Islamic Army for their actions and 
referred to them as his “brothers”, no further evidence has linked him to the organization.40

Ideology 

  

Ideologically, Qatada is a genuine salafist-jihadist (for a definition of salafist-jihadism consult 
appendix). The salafist ideology and methodology of Qatada is relevant to his position on 
Palestine for reasons we will come back to. 

Sources of inspiration 
Abu Qatada is strongly inspired by the medieval salafist thinker Taqi al-Din Bin Taymiyyah on 
one hand and the Egyptian revolutionary jihadist Sayyid Qutb on the other. He also draws 
considerable inspiration from the 19th century salafist rebel and co-founder of the Saudi 
Arabian state religion (Wahhabism), Mohammed Bin Abd al-Wahhab, and the Palestinian 
cleric and guerrilla warrior Abdullah Azzam who led the movement of Arab volunteers 
during the 1980s anti-Soviet war in Afghanistan.  

For example, in the ideological book “al-jihad wa’l-ijtihad” (Jihad and Interpretation/JI) 
Taymiyyah is mentioned 33 times, Qutb 11 times, al-Wahhab 9 times, Azzam 5 times.41

Abu Qatada refers to many other historical and contemporary salafist and jihadist 
ideologues and authors, but the mentioned historical figures reoccur rather frequently in his 
writings. However, while Qatada has some heroes whom he respect and admire, in his 
religious-political analyses he relies mostly upon his own interpretation of the Quran and 
Prophet Traditions.  

 In 
general, apart from Quran and hadith quotes, Qatada’s texts are replete with references to 
Taymiyyah.  

In fact, Qatada rarely shows any love for other contemporary ideologues of the Islamist 
movements. Overall, his commenting on other scholars involves passive-aggressive critique 
often resulting in writing them off as innovators, or worse, as apostates. To the extent 
Qatada shows admiration for someone apart from the above-mentioned historical activist-
philosophers he usually limits himself to historical Muslim figures and some of today’s jihad-
leaders, such as Mullah Omar and al-Qaida’s leadership. He has also written a tribute to the 
current al-Qaida leader Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri and has dedicated a poem to HAMAS’s late 
spiritual guide Sheikh Ahmed Yassin. 

                                                           

40 Consult “Hiwar ma’ al-shaykh abi qatada min dakhil al-sujun al-britaniyya – 1429h,” (2002), URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=1502091r and "Radical Islam in Gaza, "ICG Middle East Report no 104 29 March 
2011, URL: 
http://www.crisisgroup.org/~/media/Files/Middle%20East%20North%20Africa/Israel%20Palestine/104%20Radic
al%20Islam%20in%20Gaza.ashx  
41 ”al-jihad wa’l- ijtihad: ta’amulat fi al-manhaj,” (Jihad and Interpretation: Reflections on Method), unknown 
publication date. 
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Main works 
In order to explore Qatada’s views on Palestine, it is necessary to familiarize with the 
broader structure of his authorship and determine which texts are considered central in 
conveying his religious-political worldview.  

[The reason why I use so much space on identifying main works for the time being is that I 
will argue that Qatada’s main works rarely deal with Palestine and that the ideology they 
convey renders his direct involvement in Palestine struggle difficult. However, the 
paragraphs may be boiled down to stating that al-jihad wa’l-ijtihad and “Characteristics of 
the Victorious Party” are Qatada’s most central texts because 1) academics say so, 2) 
because online jihadists highlight them and  refer to them a lot and 3) because they were 
found among the belongings of operational terrorists. With regards to availability and 
translation, only “Characteristics of the Victorious Party” has been translated to English (for 
unknown reasons). The other texts on MTJ website may be seen as spinoffs, or related to 
the core texts, offering deeper religious analyses of certain topics, or applying the 
ideological principles presented in those texts to reality]. 

Qatada has written many different texts (Quran commentary (tafsir), verification of religious 
sources (tahqiq), religious-political analyses or commentaries, legal opinions (fatawa), as 
well as a few poems. In terms of content, the texts cover a range of topics ranging from 
religious justification for excommunicating Arab governments42, declaring jihad against 
apostates and unbelievers43, justification of suicide attacks44, and questions of more 
practical character [relatively speaking], such as of how women should dress during 
prayers45 and whether or not it is permitted to arrange religious sermons in private 
homes.46

It is not obvious which texts are central and appeal to Qatada’s audiences. In order to obtain 
a sense of the texts’ importance author combined the following indicators; expert opinions 
(which texts do other academics who studied Qatada regard important?), popularity (which 
texts enjoy popularity among Internet jihadists?), influence (which texts may have 
influenced the actions of known jihadist networks and cells?), availability (which texts have 
been translated into English so as to reach broader audiences?).   

  

Dominique Thomas who interviewed Qatada between 2000 and 2002 highlighted the text 
“jihad wa’l-ijtihad” (hereafter “Jihad and Interpretation”), which may be seen as a broader 

                                                           

42 ”al-jihad wa’l-ijtihad”. 
43 “limadha al-jihad,” unknown date, MTJ website URL: http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=yrvjtyr8  
44 “jawaz al-‘amaliyyat al-istishadiyya wa annaha laysat bi qatl al-nafs,” unknown date, MTJ website URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=d3dgishf   
45 “hal yajib ‘ala al-mara’a taghtia yadayha fi al-salat?” unknown date, MTJ website, URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=fgyfe8my  

46 “The abandonment of Masajid Adh-Dhirar,” At-Tibyan, unknown date, URL: 
http://www.tibyan.co.cc/search/label/Ab%C5%AB%20Qat%C4%81dah%20Al-
Filist%C4%ABn%C4%AB , full text PDF, URL: 
http://www.archive.org/download/guidebooks/masaajid_dhiraar.pdf   
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religious explanation for why Muslims should excommunicate and fight rulers neglecting 
Shariah).47 JI is a collection of an article series that was published under the name “Between 
the Two Methods” (bayn al-manhajayn) in the al-Ansar magazine during the 1990s. The 
original articles are available as individually on the MTJ website numbered one through 98. 
Thomas also considered the articles “Why Jihad” (an exposition of the duty of Holy War 
against Islam’s enemies) and “Jihad and Globalization” (an anti-imperialist justification for 
jihad against Western Crusaders and Muslim puppet regimes, and a tribute to Taliban and 
al-Qaida) important texts.48 [“Why Jihad” was also on a list of recommended texts by al-
Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM)]49

Analyzing Qatada’s ideas Abu Rumman et al (2009) referred mainly to JI and “Characteristics 
of the Victorious Party in the Foundation of the State of the Believers” (hereafter 
“Characteristics”, which is a text focusing on building the identity of the jihad movements 
and strengthening internal cohesion among the jihadists) [although they also referred to 
other articles and fatawa mentioned below].

 

50

The MTJ website provides statistics on downloads and views, which could serve as an 
indicator on the popularity of texts, but data reliability is questionable [at the very least].

  

51

However, it should be noted that while the mentioned texts appear most popular on MTJ, 
many other texts are frequently viewed or downloaded. For example, three publications 
presented as research books enjoy substantial popularity having been downloaded around 
15000 times each. They include Qatada’s harsh critique of an unknown author for declaring 
the Taliban, HAMAS and the Islamic Movement of Kurdistan apostates, a denunciation of 
the 19th century al-Azhar Sheikh Ibrahim al-Bajouri as an innovator, and a presentation of 40 
Prophet Traditions, which according to Qatada justify and call for jihad.

 
However, for lack of better options, I decided to use MTJ statistics as one popularity 
indicator. The statistics support the expert view that JI and “Characteristics” are highly 
popular texts, in addition to the article “Why Jihad”, which also was highlighted by Thomas 
and referenced by Abu Rumman et al. By 3 February 2012, “Characteristics” had been 
downloaded 20843 times and read 104211 times; “Why Jihad” downloaded 13232 times 
and read 73951 times. Moreover, the statistics show that the 98 texts entitled “Between the 
Two Methods,” which together make up the book “Jihad and Interpretation” had been 
viewed between 9000 and 13000 times.  

52

                                                           

47 E-Mail correspondence with Dominique Thomas, March 2008. 

 Other popular 

48 E-Mail correspondence with Dominique Thomas, March 2008. 
49 "Al Qa'ida in Lands of Islamic Maghreb Posts Articles about Jihad, Algerian Regime," OSC Summary of content 
on radical websites, dated 22 October 2007, via OSC. 
50 Abu Rumman et al (2009). 
51 Numbers may be manipulated. It is impossible to say exactly who hides behind the numbers (jihadists, curious 
people of the public, researchers, security officials etc). Moreover, some texts need to be downloaded so as to 
see content whereas others can be viewed directly on the website, something that affects the numbers (a 
frequently downloaded texts does thus not have to be popular, but rather many people had to download it 
because of the set up of the website).  
52 “ju’unat al-mutayyibin,” (defense against takfir of Taliban, HAMAS and Islamic Movement of Kurdistan”, “al-
radd al-athari al-mufid ‘ala “al-bayyijuri” fi “juhrat al-tawhid” (declaring al-Bajouri as an innovator) and “al-
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texts include, for example, “The legality of martyrdom operations and why they should not 
be considered suicide,” “God’s Verdict against the Rulers who trade away the merciful 
Shariah,” or “Islam and America, a relationship founded on the Sword”. However, most of 
these other popular texts may be considered spin-offs, or practical applications of the 
concepts outlined in “Jihad and Interpretation,” and “Characteristics,” to current events and 
political realities.  

“Jihad and Interpretation (or “Between the two Methods”) and “Characteristics” also appear 
to be the texts by Qatada that most often are being referred to, recommended and 
discussed among jihadists online. For example, in 2004 members of the radical Islamist web 
forum Islamic Network mentioned these publications when discussing the topic “this book 
that changed my life”.53 Forum member Abu Mishmish highlighted the “Between the two 
methods” article series whereas a person using the nickname Abul-Fadl mentioned the 
collection of these articles in the book “Jihad and Interpretation”.54 This book and 
“Characteristics,” are also highlighted by the MTJ administrator in the introduction to 
Qatada’s file on the website.55 Moreover, according to Spanish judicial documents, the 
terrorists behind the 2004 Madrid bombings also downloaded several articles from the 
“Between the two Methods” series.56

Neither JI, nor “Characteristics” focus specifically on Palestine (or, other specific conflict 
theatres for that matter). Rather, the texts outline the core principles of the militant 
ideology he represents, most importantly: who are the “salafist mujahid movement”? What 
are the problems they face? Who are their enemies? Why should they fight and how should 
they fight?  

  

Ideological worldview 
[I shall not go into detail here, because informed analysis of the basis ideology exists in Abu 
Rumman (2009)]  

At the very core of Qatada’s ideological worldview and enemy perception is the idea of the 
uniqueness of divine governance (tawhid al-hakimiyyah). According to this concept he 
divides the world into two spheres, the land of Islam (dar al-Islam) and the land of war (dar 
al-harb), wherein the former is governed by al-Sharia and the latter by what has not 
descended from God (i.e. man-made laws). However, he underscores that the distinction 
between the spheres is blurred today because many Muslims live in a state of ignorance, 
being governed by man-made laws and worldly self-interest. When there are no genuine 
Islamic states there is constant conflict between true and purified believers of Islam 

                                                                                                                                                                      

‘arbaun al-jiad li ahl al-tawhid wa’l jihad” (40 ahadith in support of jihad) , MTJ website, “The file of Abu Qatada,” 
URL: http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=aheed274  
53 Islamic Networking “This book changed my life…” dated June 2004 
http://talk.islamicnetwork.com/showthread.php?t=1559 
54 Islamic Networking “This book changed my life…” dated June 2004 
http://talk.islamicnetwork.com/showthread.php?t=1559  
55 MTJ website, “The file of Abu Qatada,” “Some of the Sheikhs scientific production,” URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=aheed274  
56 Juzgado Central De Instruccion N 6 Audiencia Nacional Madrid Sumario 20/2004, pp 403 ff. 
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representing the truth; various ignorant, misguided Muslims who engage in innovation 
(bid’a) or Heresy (kufr), and the original unbelievers, who all represent falsehood. As 
consequence of the absolute adherence to divine governance, Qatada views democracy as a 
blasphemous mortal sin, because it contradicts the oneness of God’s law and embodies the 
tyranny of the masses. 

The consequence for true believers is that they have a duty to remain loyal to the divine 
governance and disavow or fight those who are not (the principle of wala’ wa’l-bara’). The 
point of wala’ wa’l-bara’ is to purify the movement of true monotheists (muwahhidin) and 
strengthen internal cohesion among them. In order to build the identity of the movement 
Qatada stresses that the Prophet talked about a “Victorious Party”, which fights in the way 
of God to establish his religion upon earth and will enter the highest levels of paradise.  

Qatada argues that the “Victorious Party” has certain characteristics outlined by the Prophet 
and his companions. It is an eternal, truthful and manifest group within the Muslim 
community (Ummah), which is established on the command of Allah, fighting misguidance 
and heresy wherever they go, preferring martyrdom to victory. Members of the victorious 
group face many challenges, being expelled “into every” area facing enmity and siege, but 
carrying on until the Day of Resurrection. Furthermore they are “Ahl al-Hadith” following 
the example of the Sunnah. And, relevant to the following analysis, the “Victorious Party” is 
composed mostly by people from the Sham (Greater Syria), and it is by definition linked to 
Jerusalem and the surrounding areas.57

The “Victorious Party” faces many enemies both within and outside the boundaries of Islam, 
notably the polytheists (mushrikun), the hypocrites (munafiqun), the apostates (murtadun) 
and the original unbelievers (al-kuffar al-asliyyun). He holds that the Quran and the Sunnah 
command jihad against all enemies of Islam, but that the struggle against apostates takes 
precedence of the original unbelievers “from a number of angles”.

  

58

In JI Qatada further maps out the adversaries of the “Victorious Party” inside the boundaries 
of Islam. The polytheists and the hypocrites include innovators (e.g. the Sufis and various 
Shiite sects who worship deities) and the misguided (e.g. the Muslim Brothers and political 
Salafists who subdue to man-made laws by letting themselves become co-opted by corrupt 
rulers or taking part in democratic processes), whereas the “apostates” mainly refers to the 
impure Tyrants (tawaghit), the Muslim Arab governments which have traded away Shariah 
for man-made laws and self-interest.  

  

While the polytheists and hypocrites are condemned to different destinies in this world and 
the hereafter according to the graveness of their sins and reasons for committing them 
(distinguishing between sins out of ignorance or rejection/major and minor sins), a too 
extensive to cover here, the apostates who willfully rejected Islam should be fought in this 
world and end up in hellfire.  

                                                           

57 “Characteristics of the Victorious Party,” At-Tibyan (English translation), pp 19 ff. 
58 “Limadha al-jihad?”, “wujub qitalhum,” translation of paragraph “he (Ibn Taymiyyah) also said it has been 
affirmed by the Sunnah from a number of angles that the punishment for an apostate is greater than for an 
original unbeliever ..“, MTJ website, URL: http://www.tawhed.ws/r1?i=6439&x=yrvjtyr8  
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Qatada’s main ideological publications display his total disgust for Muslim regimes that 
strike deals with the West and introduce secularist political systems in Muslim countries, 
and reiterate that it is the duty of every able bodied fighting their impure Tyranny 
(taghut).59

While the core texts concentrates on identity building and the question of why jihad, other 
texts on MTJ go more specifically into how to practice the principles of loyalty and disavowal 
and jihad (e.g. “The abandonment of Harmful mosques” (which warns the believers to stay 
away from or destroy mosques run by misguided Imams) 

 Like one of his role models, Sayyid Qutb, Qatada is bent on preparing a group of 
committed warriors for violent overthrow of tawaghit regimes substituting them with 
genuine Islamic states.  

60 and “Permission to conduct 
martyrdom operations and why they not are suicide” (which offer religious justification for 
suicide attacks by drawing parallels to the warfare if the first Muslims, when they charged 
enemy lines into certain death).61

While JI and “Characteristics” do not deal specifically with Palestine, the loss of Palestine to 
the “Jewish state” is portrayed as a consequence of ignorance and departure from Tawhid 
al-Hakimyyah, which empowered the Jews.  Moreover, the texts place the most important 
factor in reinstating divine governance, namely the “Victorious Party”, geographically in an 
area encompassing Palestine. However, Qatada’s absolute rejection of democracy 
constitutes a dilemma with regards to his stance on the Islamist struggle in Palestine, 
because the Palestinian movements are left with few options but negotiation and political 
process facing a superior enemy.    

 

Positions on Palestine  
Considering that Qatada was born in Palestine and that the liberation of Jerusalem is a 
stated goal by the jihad movements, very few of the texts in MTJ’s Qatada-file are devoted 
to the Palestinian cause. For one thing, it should be noted that only three texts have titles 
referring to the Palestinian context; the “Statement of support and aid to the mujahidun 
and the people of the patient and struggling people of Gaza,” a poem “In commiseration of 
Sheikh Ahmed Yassin,” the late religious leader of HAMAS who was killed by an Israeli 
missile, and a legal opinion dubbed “How do you read the decision of HAMAS not to regard 
Gaza as an Islamic Emirate?”, which was cut from a 2008 interview of Qatada inside jail, see 
below.   

Word counts in all of Qatada’s texts published on MTJ returned 24 out of 90 texts, in which 
Palestine was mentioned more than one time (counting the 98 articles of “Between the Two 
Methods” as one text, the book “Jihad and Interpretation”). Moreover, the count returned 
                                                           

59 “jihad wa’l-ijtihad,” translated excerpt, “it is the duty of all Muslims, duty of defensive jihad, to fight these 
sects (of innovation and disbelief), and the verdict is one of defensive battle, and thus an individual duty (fard 
ayn) for everyone who is able…and if is unable there is a duty of preparing..”, p 42. 
60 The abandonment of Masajid Adh-Dhirar [harmful mosques],” At-Tibyan, URL: 
http://www.tibyan.co.cc/search/label/Ab%C5%AB%20Qat%C4%81dah%20Al-Filist%C4%ABn%C4%AB , full text 
PDF, URL: http://www.archive.org/download/guidebooks/masaajid_dhiraar.pdf 
61 “jawaz al-‘amaliyyat al-istishadiyya wa annaha laysat bi qatl al-nafs,” unknown date, MTJ website URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=d3dgishf 
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only six texts in which Palestine were mentioned more than five times. Searching for 
“yahud” (Jews) provides an additional indicator as to the extent to which texts address 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict dimension. For example, Qatada’s statement of support to the 
people of Gaza contains no reference to Palestine, and seven to “Jews” (dawla yahud (land 
of Jews), al-kufr al-yahudi (the Jewish heresy) etc), demonstrating the limited reliability of 
word counts.   

However, looking at text titles and word counts may provide us with a sense of Qatada’s 
interest in the Palestine dimension compared to other topics. For example, if we search 
“Jihad and Interpretation” for “Palestine” we register only six hits, whereas a search for the 
word “jihad” return 395 hits. Another observation that can be made from the word counts 
(presupposing that texts on MTJ are in chronological order [something I am pretty sure of], 
it seems as if the preacher becomes increasingly concerned with Palestine across time (as 
the newer texts [within each text category] have more references to Palestine than older 
texts). 

Combining translation of titles and word counts with the skimming of texts we are able to 
pinpoint more exactly messages that tell us something about Qatada’s relationship to the 
homeland. By far the most important contribution in this respect is actually not a text that 
has been written by Qatada himself, but an interview with him conducted by the Egyptian 
Islamic activists Adil Abd al-Majid [Abd al-Bari] inside UK jails from 2008. In this interview 
Qatada is asked directly to elaborate on his views and relationship to the Palestine issue. 
However, before we move on to this central source, we look briefly at references and 
commentaries to the Palestine cause in some of Qatada’s own texts. 

Defending HAMAS against excommunication 
In a research paper called “ju’nat al-mutayyibin”, Qatada criticizes a paper by unknown 
authors (entitled “kashf shubuhat al-muqatilin taht rayat min ajli bi asl al-din” (Exposure of 
doubts concerning those who fight under the banner of the religion’s foundations [improve 
translation]), dating back to the 1990s [consult discussion about the text at 
http://www.metransparent.com/old/texts/pierre_akel/pierre_akel_abdul_hamid_al_suri_le
tter_and_peshawar_takfiri_group_2.htm ], which excommunicated (announced takfir on) 
the Taliban, HAMAS, the Muslim Brotherhood (specifying its Syrian branch) and the Islamic 
Movement of Kurdistan.  

According to Qatada, the letter declared the Taliban as unbelievers for a number of reasons, 
highlighting that the movement follows the Deobandi strand of Islam, that followers 
worship graves and that the leadership sought membership in the UN [according to 
Qatada’s criticisms, I have not read the original text]. As for the other movements, the paper 
declared them as unbelievers for pursuing nationalist and democratic causes rather than 
Islam [according to Qatada]. Qatada smears the “ignorant” and “deviant” author for not 
pursuing the foundations of interpretation (usul al-fiqh), not conferring sources and scholars 
properly, and not understanding neither the different levels/ranks (maratib) of Islamic 
jurisprudence nor the reality or the standards of evidence (dala’il) and arguments (hujja) 
needed do declare excommunication of Muslims. 

As highlighted by forum member fawaris al-nasr on the “ana muslim” web portal, in “ju’nat 
al-mutayyibin”, Qatada stresses that “takfir is not issued without a specified Islamic 
contract, only after verification and strong opinion, especially when it concerns sects 

http://www.metransparent.com/old/texts/pierre_akel/pierre_akel_abdul_hamid_al_suri_letter_and_peshawar_takfiri_group_2.htm�
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working for the realization of Islam on earth, so the issuing of takfir against such sects 
without the opinion of the scholars is not the way of the believers”.62

In the text Qatada offers a religious defence for the Taliban stating that there is no legal 
precedence for excommunicating the movement merely for being Deobandi (quoting 
multiple salafist scholars, mainly Taymiyyah). He further confirms that the worship of graves 
(practiced by some Afghanis) is indeed to be considered innovation or polytheism, but 
explains that there is no legal precedence for excommunication of the Taliban on this basis 
(quoting Taymiyyah, al-Wahhab etc). As for the Taliban’s relations with the UN, Qatada 
agrees with the author’s claims that it would indeed be a major sin and reason for takfir if 
the movement subdued to the man-made laws the UN represents. However, he claims to 
have discussed the matter with the Talibs who said that the movement set conditions for 
joining UN (that they would not do anything that could violate Islamic law); something they 
believed absolves them from heresy [Qatada seems to agree].  

  

He does not explicitly defend HAMAS and the other mentioned movements in the text 
[because the original letter focused on Taliban], but he states that there is no one verdict 
against those who pursue deviant practices such as participation in democratic politics 
[using Sufism as an example that the “level” of innovation decides the verdict]. Qatada 
emphasizes that democracy is a religion apart from Islam and that a true democrat is an 
unbeliever, but he qualifies by saying that a Muslim who uses democracy as a means 
(wasila) to gain power (i.e. Muslim Brotherhood) cannot be called an unbeliever. However, 
he is most definitely and innovator and wrongdoer.63

Palestinians supported Saddam 

   

As noted above, in “Jihad and Interpretation” Palestine is a side topic. However, the text 
does contain some clues as to why Qatada’s relationship to fellow Palestinians seems 
antagonistic.  For example, on several instances he rages over fellow countrymen 
(Jordanians and Palestinians) and the Salafists’ support for the apostate Baathist regime of 
Saddam Hussayn’s in the wars on Iran and Kuwait, specifying that many Palestinians 
celebrated Saddam as a “saviour” and contemporary Salah al-Din (the historical Muslim 
warrior who defeated the European crusades in Jerusalem in the 12th century), because he 
challenged the U.S. superpower.64

The war in Palestine is religious 

  

In a text called “Readings in Prophecies” Qatada focuses on religious innovations, false 
prophecies and deisms within Shia Islam and Judaism. The text emphasizes the religious 
nature of the state of Israel in Palestine (a religious nation pursuing religious interests), 
mocking claims that the “war between us and the Jews is not a religious war, but a war in its 

                                                           

62 ju’nat al-mutayyibin,” as quoted in discussion thread entitled “hamas tal’ab dur fath fi ghazza,” (HAMAS plays 
a role of conquest in Gaza) which appeared on the “I am Muslim Network” (shibkat ana muslim) in November 
2006, URL:  http://www.muslm.net/vb/showthread.php?t=412543  
63 “ju’nat al-mutayyibin,” unknown date [after 2006], p 48. 
64 “jihad wa’l-ijtihad,” pp 48-49 and p 143. 
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own right” (meaning that Qatada perceives the struggle against the Israelis as nothing but 
religious).65

In “Such is the Ummah of Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) that never dies,” Qatada specifies the 
catastrophic loss of Palestine in 1948 (nakba) as a starting point for the spread of atheism 
among the Muslim youths, and “the intrusion of Western concepts and ideologies on us. So, 
here we have Communism, then there is Ba’athism, Nationalism, and here are right and 
leftist ideas, and so on, this is a loss in the presence and afterlife”.

 

66

In “Hassan Hanafi, the heresy of the religious left,” Qatada blasts the semi-Islamist Egyptian 
intellectual Hassan Hanafi for rationalizing away the true aim of the Palestinian struggle by 
arguing “if you want to liberate Palestine in the name of God, do as you please (tafaddal), in 
the name of liberalism (do as you please) in the name of nationalism, the international 
proletariat etc, do as you please.”

   

67 In Qatada’s view this is a mortal sin and of the crimes 
conducted by misguided groups such as the Muslim Brotherhoods in Turkey and Arab 
countries. According to Qatada, this approach contradicts Shariah, which puts the interests 
of religion before worldly interests.68

The enemies pursue religious interests 

 

The text “Islam and America: a relationship of the sword,” elaborates on the Jewish-
American conspiratorial alliance and its religious war in Palestine. He argues that Jews 
control the American state and its policies towards Muslims, and that U.S. presidents 
(Nixon, Kissinger, Carter, and Reagan etc) as well as American foreign ministers have been 
religiously driven Jews or Christians who believe in an end struggle against the Muslim 
enemies in Palestine, which will end in Armageddon and the return of Messiah.69

Palestinians are martyrs and sinners 

 [While at 
the same time, in the 2008 prison interview, he quotes Western statistics showing that the 
Israeli population is among the least religious, see appendix]  

The “Statement of support and aid to the patient and struggling mujahidin and people in 
Gaza,” dated 15 February 2009, seems to be an emotional reaction to the 2008-2009 Israeli 
offensive in Gaza.70

                                                           

65 “qira’a fi al-nabawa’at,” unknown date, p 2, in the text ““al-ru’ya al-shara’ia li al-ahdath 
amrika,” Qatada also stresses the genuinely religious character of the struggle between the 
Islam and the West asking rhetorically “is it a religious war? Yes and a thousand yes!”, 
unknown date (2001-2002), URL: 

 The text tributes the Palestinians for their great religious positions and 

http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=3bcecisk  

66 “tilka umma Muhammad salla alaihi wa sallam lan tamut,” unknown date, URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=3esy6dze  
67 “Hassan hanafi…zandaqat al-yasar al-dini,” unknown date, URL:   
68 Ibid. 
69 ““islam wa amrika..’alaqat al-sayf,” unknown date, URL:  http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=rpsqsfza  
70 The Gaza war started in December 2008 and the Israelis claimed the aim was to stop the firing of Qassam 
missiles onto Israeli territories. The attacks were massive and were condemned by the international community 
as an overreaction. It resulted in the deaths of nearly 1400 Palestinian deaths, one third of them women and 
children. 

http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=3bcecisk�
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=3esy6dze�
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sacrifices in times when the Jews, apostates and crusaders ally against them, describing how 
“tanks and airplanes were poured against you and you offered martyrs and the pure blood 
of children, women, sheikhs and youths”.71 At the same time, Qatada uses the opportunity 
to discredit Palestinian efforts to form a unified national government in wake of the attacks, 
adding “this is not what the believers hoped for and it is not the path to grace, which is the 
way of religion. It is your right, believers and martyrs, before all of the world’s Muslims to 
declare an Islamic Emirate in Gaza.”72

 In the 2009 “Address to the Muslims from Abu Qatada,” the preacher offers a glimpse into 
personal feelings and activities, when describing his time in UK jails. In the text he also links 
the enmity between himself and the British government, to “hatred” and “crimes” towards 
Muslims in general, and “specifically” towards Palestine and Palestinians. He also accuses 
UK authorities of prosecuting a man for presumed involvement in attempted attacks against 
a London nightclub and Glasgow international airport just for being of Palestinian origin, and 
that this was sufficient to conclude his guilt.

 

73

Palestine is at the core of a global struggle, but liberation must come 
from abroad 

 

The 2008 interview by the Egyptian Islamist activist Adil Abd al-Majid [Abd al-Bari] is the text 
on MTJ that most comprehensively covers Qatada ideological position and personal 
relationship to Palestine. The conversation indicates a tension between an emotional 
connection to the country of origin and his ideological Puritanism which transcends state 
boundaries and nationalist ideas, focusing on divine governance and internal cohesion 
among the true believers.    

Asked about the future of Palestine, Qatada does place the occupation of Palestine at the 
centre of the global struggle, as a driver for the wars is Afghanistan and Iraq and as an 
eternal “factor in instigation and awakening the Islamic community from discouragement all 
over the world”.74

He foremost blames the consolidation of the Jewish-Crusader alliance in Palestinian land on 
the “apostate traitor client system” spearheaded by the Hashemite Kings of Jordan who 
sided with the enemy against the Muslims. However, while liberating Palestine is a stated 
goal, Qatada explicitly describes how “it is not possible to solve the issue without the fall of 
the apostate regimes and formation of an Islamic state around Palestine”.

 Qatada’s Palestinian background and experiences in Jordan also appears 
to have influenced his enemy perceptions and views on how, and in what order enemies 
should be fought.  

75

                                                           

71 “bayan nasra wa ta’yid ila al-mujahidin wa al-ahl fi ghaza al-sabira al-mujahida”, 2009, MTJ website, URL: 

 Furthermore he 
foresees the consolidation of Islamic states and armies in the area, which will re-conquer 
the Holy Land, as can be read from the following passage;   

http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=16011017 
72 Ibid. 
73 According to "An Address to the Muslims from Abû Qatâdah, ‘Umar ibn Mahmûd Abû ‘Umar," At-Tibyan 2 
September 2009, URL: http://www.tibyan.co.cc/2009/09/address-to-muslims-from-abu-qatadah.html 
74 Hiwar ma’ al-shaykh abi qatada min dakhil al-sujun al-britaniyya – 1429h,” (2002). 
75 Ibid. 

http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=16011017�
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“I believe, my dear brother, that the Palestine cause will not be solved without an 
Islamic Army from abroad. However, the main factor for [to achieve] Victory is the 
persistence of the Palestinian people and their determination with regards to the 
principles that: the whole of Palestine is Islamic land, that no-one has the right to 
intrude on [rape] this land, that the treaties (international treaties about Palestine’s 
status) are not worth the ink they were written with. And, my imagining of this 
solution – i.e. an Islamic conquest, means that the Palestine issue will not be solved 
until the establishment of an Islamic state surrounding the land and the fall of the 
apostate state systems in the surrounding area [Syria, Jordan etc]. Verily, it will be 
an Egyptian Army and a Shami [Greater Syrian] Army that in the end will realize the 
divine promise [of the liberation of Palestine], and there is no doubt about this…. It is 
not a question of waiting, but about preparation and work. The jihadist movements 
are approaching this [divine promise of liberating Palestine], and what is happening 
in Iraq is a precursor-”76

The main reason why Qatada by 2008 appears to have given upon liberation of Palestine 
from within appears to relate to his utmost disappointment with HAMAS’s leadership and its 
pragmatic political behaviour. He equals HAMAS to the broader Muslim Brotherhood 
tendency accusing it of having “connected with and un-Islamic force and joined the game of 
interest in the area”.

 

77 He claims the movement abandoned jihad by failing to announce an 
Islamic state in an area “bigger than Medina where the first Islamic Nation started,” and for 
entering elections in a “malignant” manner, and thereby it “failed and betrayed the religion 
and law” and “wasted the blood of the martyrs”. 78 Probably referring to HAMAS’s 
crackdowns of emerging jihadist groups [e.g. Jaysh al-Islam and Jund Ansar Allah] recruiting 
from among young, impatient and combat eager members of the Abu Izzadine al-Qassam 
Brigades, Qatada states that some of the HAMAS leaders have “entered the way of the 
enemies”.79 Interestingly, while slandering HAMAS for having betrayed the religion, he 
states he does not want the movement to abandon leadership in Palestine, but appeals to 
the “righteous” among the movement to return to the “principles….jihad and martyrdom, as 
in the beginning”.80

Conclusion 

  

Qatada grew up outside Palestine and never developed close relations with militant groups 
inside the Palestinian areas. Although a Palestinian jihadist group demanded the preacher’s 
release from prison after kidnapping a British journalist, there is little to suggest direct ties 
between Qatada and armed groups inside his country of origin. Qatada grew angry with his 
countrymen when they expressed support for Saddam Hussayn during the Gulf War. He 
                                                           

76 “Hiwar ma’ al-shaykh abi qatada min dakhil al-sujun al-britaniyya – 1429h,” (2002), URL: 
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=1502091r  
77 Ibid. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid. 
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became further estranged from fellow Palestinians when the dominant Islamist faction, and 
[in Qatada’s eyes] the only hope in terms of igniting a viable jihad against Israel from 
Palestinian territories, went against all he stands for ideologically by pursuing political 
strategies to ensure Palestinian interests.  

Although Qatada despises Israel and supports every efforts to harm its interests [as 
demonstrated by his connections to al-Zarqawi’s Tawhid organization and terrorist plots 
against Jewish targets in Jordan and Germany], he prioritizes the struggle against Islam’s 
internal enemies and democracy in all forms. His obsession with divine governance makes it 
close to impossible for him to play any role in Palestine where the jihadists are cornered and 
achieve nothing without political compromise. While Qatada appears to have emotional 
connections to his homeland, ideologically and intellectually he has given up on the local 
struggle and calls for liberation from abroad. He ends the 2008 prison interview by saying he 
wants to die in exile even if Palestine were to be liberated in his lifetime.  

Appendix 
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Translated extract from 2008 interview  
 

Question: Regarding HAMAS, what do you read their decision not to see Gaza as an 
Islamic Emirate like the Taliban did in Afghanistan? 

This is a deep deviation among the organizations that follow the path of the Muslim 
Brothers. I love the Muslim Brothers insofar they choose Shariah. HAMAS faces the land of 
the Jews and has no choice but jihad. Islam calls for jihad so there is no choice for Hamas or 
the other Palestinian organizations. We love HAMAS because they made the battle Islamic. 
But the political behaviour of HAMAS is similar to that of the Brotherhood, and sadly, it 
therefore connected with an un-Islamic force and joined the game of interests in the area. 
HAMAS first denied (by fatwa) entering elections under the treacherous, criminal Oslo 
accords. Then they entered elections and established government through this malignant 
way and left jihad. The story is well known. They had the chance to seize Gaza but failed, 
betraying the religion and the law. 

Gaza is at their hand without any support in the ungodly democratic play, so they have a 
duty to implement Shariah and announce an Islamic Emirate. Gaza is bigger than Medina 
where the first Islamic nation started. If they did, they would carry the Islamic nation and 
find ways to win. But they betrayed the religion of God and wasted the blood of martyrs. 
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One of their leaders said we will never rule by Shariah, but by law. And they carry on making 
concessions to the leadership of the criminal apostate Mohammed Abbas (Abu Mazen). Is 
there Islam in this? No, this is ignorance (jahillyah). HAMAS has been elevated in the eyes of 
the people due to martyrs and sacrifices, but they failed in the battle of the greatest 
religion. They will therefore not come out of this époque with victory, eminence and pride, 
but this is a test showing that they will not realize al-Kihilafa on earth and no imama .. 

Question: 60 years have passed since the catastrophe (nakba) and the fall of Palestine at 
the hand of the Jews, who displaced its people set up their state. How do you see the 
situation after these years? And, are you optimistic about the future, especially since you 
are a Palestinian who would like to return to his homeland? 

If it was not for Palestine there would be no jihad in Afghanistan today, or in Iraq. This is 
because the foundation for the American [movement] in our countries is the security of the 
Jewish state as well as with other interests, such as oil and [political] influence. And the 
Palestinian cause is a daily crisis that escalates the conflict between us and our adversaries. 
The events in Palestine will always be a factor in instigation (tahrid) and awakening the 
Islamic community from discouragement all over the world. And the Muslims will always 
measure the sincerity of people against the standard of this event, which is a truthful 
standard. Therefore it is upon the Palestinians not to forget this in their jihad and 
steadfastness and not care for their secularist, clients and defeatist leaders.  

Satan and his soldiers know that Palestine is surrounded by apostate traitor client systems 
[most importantly Jordan] (‘ala rasha nizam al-‘Urdun), that are part of the Western 
conspiracy. Established to accommodate the refugees and unload citizens to offer more land 
to the Jews. From the first day, this state (of Abdullah) has been a criminal cornerstone 
against the Muslims. The Jordanians did not give weapons to the Palestinians and were the 
first to safeguard the rights of the Jews, so this (the Hashemites) is a malignant family. The 
Jordanian system is the worst, worse than Syria, Lebanon, and Morocco etc. The Jordanians 
were the first to give up on the refugees. 

I believe today that the Palestine issue will not be solved without an Islamic Army entering 
from abroad, but the most important factor is the steadfastness of its people. It is not 
possible to solve the issue without the fall of the apostate regimes and formation of an 
Islamic state around Palestine – verily an Egyptian Islamic Army or Shami Islamic Army can 
realize the divine promise.  

The question is not waiting but preparations and work, and the jihad movements are 
approaching the divine promise, what happens in Iraq is a precursor. But the Jewish state 
does not stand alone; it has powers on its side. It was founded on Eastern Weapons and 
Western political support. Then it allied with America (organically). Without support it will 
fall naturally because it is not self-sufficient.  

It [Jewish state] will need support from the apostate regimes and knows it represents an 
anomaly of the area populated by the most un-religious people according to statistics.  And, 
their Army has not been to real war and could not beat us without betrayal and alliances 
with East and West. I don’t fear the époque because it is an eternal struggle between truth 
and falsehood. The crusaders stayed for a long time but went and then Islam grew stronger 
in Anatolia and entered Europe. 
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….. You know what happened when the gates of jihad were opened in Afghanistan, 
Chechnya, Bosnia, and Iraq despite all the restrictions. So what if the gates to jihad were 
opened in the Blessed Palestine? The solving of the Palestinian cause is the solving of the 
Tyranny against Muslims across the whole world. So, all efforts of Muslims outside Palestine 
will affect the struggle.    

I do not want for Hamas to abandon leadership of our people there. But, realities suggest 
that some of them have entered the ways of the enemies. So it is upon the righteous among 
them to return to the principles. For the people of Islam know the apostates of the 
treacherous leadership like Abbas are Jews and that their punishment will be the same. 
Hamas must return to jihad and martyrdom as in the beginning. As for me returning to 
Palestine I hope to die in exile even if Palestine was returned. Palestine will be returned not 
only to its people but all Muslims. As for my death in exile I love the saying of the Prophet 
(pbuh) that the emigrants are the loved ones in the eyes of God. [Not direct translation, 
references to the status of emigrants in Ahadith and Quran: al-Anfal, ayat: 74-75, al-Nisa, 
ayat: 90-100]. 

Salafist-jihadism 
This ideological current mixes different schools of thought developed by past and present 
Islamist thinkers. At the core of the ideology is the “salafist” idea that all problems 
experienced by Muslims since Islam’s “Golden Age,”as represented by the three first 
generations of believers (al-salaf al-salih) has been caused by religious ignorance and 
deviations from the Islamic religion in its original form. This school of thought is usually 
traced back to the Islamic scholar Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (800 A.D.) and the so-called “Ahl al-
Hadith” (people of the Prophet tradition), that began to emphasize the first Muslims as the 
gold standard for religious conduct.  

Salafism was revived during the High Middle Ages when the Mamluk Empire faced a dire 
threat from Mongols (Tartars) who occupied Syria. A Syrian scholar named Taqi al-Din Ibn 
Taymiyyah blamed deviation from authentic Islam (which he referred to as “innovation” 
(bida’)) for Muslim defeats against Tartar invaders. He was particularly concerned with 
Sufism, which he regarded a most dangerous trend. The Tartars also represented an 
ideological dilemma with regards to declaring Holy War (jihad) against them, because they 
had adopted elements Islamic faith and could formally be considered Muslims. Taymiyyah, 
who came from a family of acknowledged Hanbali scholars, thus introduced a strict 
separation between true and purified Muslims who followed the God’s Holy Law, al-Shariah, 
and the Tartars who kept elements of their traditional Yassaq laws after converting to Islam. 
He issued a fatwa declaration of obligatory jihad against the occupiers and took part in the 
resistance. Taymiyyah and his pupil Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah continued to call for a return to 
the true sources of Islam, the Quran and the Sunnah, and condemned all other religious 
sects and practices as ignorance (jahiliyya), innovation (bida’) or blasphemy/paganism (kufr).  

An important salafist revival occurred in the 18th century when the movement of 
Mohammed Ibn Abd al-Wahhab (Wahhabism) struck an alliance with the House of Saud 
aiming to rid the Peninsula of religious malpractices and establish a purified Islamic state. 
Then, in the 1960s, the Egyptian revolutionary Sayyid Qutb employed the salafist concepts 
of jahiliyyah (Religious Ignorance) and hakimiyyah (Divine Governance) when calling for 
jihad against the Egyptian regime because it ignored Islamic Law and relied on secular or 
foreign political systems and powers (Arab Nationalism and Soviet Socialism in Egypt’s case). 
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However, Qutb was a jihadist rather than a salafist, as were the Palestinian Muslim Brother, 
preacher and guerrilla leader, Abdullah Azzam, who led the Arab volunteers in the 1980s 
Afghanistan war, and whose ideas influenced the militant dimension of the salafist-jihadist 
movement.  

In addition the mentioned activists and theoreticians, salafist-jihadists draw upon a number 
of historical and contemporary ideologues most of whom originate from the Middle Eastern 
countries (especially Saudi Arabia and the Levant). Together, these ideologues make up a 
distinct community of authors whose works (writings and audio-visual material) may be 
accessed via the website Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad (The Jihad and Monotheism Platform, 
hereafter MTJ website), which is an online library of jihadist literature and has been 
accessed by famous international terrorist cells such as the Madrid bombers and the cell 
that attempted to bomb nightclubs in London and Glasgow International Airport in 2008. 
Abu Qatada and his mentor Abu Mohammed al-Maqdisi are among the most popular 
ideologues on the MTJ website (together with the Syrian Internet ideologue Abu Basir al-
Tartousi and a strategic thinker named Abu Musab al-Suri) based on how many times their 
works have been accessed and the extent to which they are referred to by other 
contemporary ideologues.81

Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad 

 Having been the main theologians of Jordanian salafist-jihadism 
current and having been associated with the Tawhid organization which was led by Abu 
Musab al-Zarqawi, Qatada and Maqdisi agree on core ideological principles, but differ 
somewhat with regards to means of legitimate struggle and enemy perception.  

The jihadists have made Qatada’s works available online in Arabic in a “special file” (malaff 
khass) on the website Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad (hereafter MTJ website).82 Qatada’s file 
on the MTJ website contains most of his written texts. It also contains interviews with the 
press and jihadist media, as well as audio-visual material (audio lectures and a videotaped 
theological debate).83

The MTJ website includes an English section which contains select texts by Qatada 
translated by the jihadist translation service At-Tibyan Publications. At-Tibyan has also 
translated other texts by Qatada published on its own website.

  

84 For example, the 
translation service made available a publication entitled “Iman Series” which is written in 
English by Qatada’s pupils “to benefit Muslims who are unable to understand Arabic,” and 
which is based on notes from 37 lectures held by the preacher during an unspecified period 
of time.85 The sound files are available on MTJ and may also be accessed via Youtube.86

                                                           

81 “Militant Ideology Atlas,”See also Vahid Brown, "A Mujahid’s Bookbag," Jihadica 21 December 2009, URL 

 

http://www.jihadica.com/a-mujahids-bookbag/  
82 Minbar al-tawhid wa’l-jihad malaf abi qatada al-filastini”, URL: http://www.tawhed.ws/a?a=aheed274  
83 Many entries on the website are not dated, but as the text material has been published in different jihadist 
publications, such as the al-Ansar magazine, as well as other pamphlets and books, it is usually possible to 
establish approximate publication date. 
84 At-Tibyan Publications, URL: http://www.tibyan.co.cc/search/label/Ab%C5%AB%20Qat%C4%81dah%20Al-
Filist%C4%ABn%C4%AB  
85 Shaykh Abu Qatada, ”Iman Series,” poste on Islamic Awakening Forum June 2008, URL: 
http://forums.islamicawakening.com/f20/durus-eeman-series-in-arabic-notes-english-13535/  
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Jihadism in Palestine [notes] 
Al-Qaida never gained real foothold in Palestine. However, after 2002 small salafist-jihadist 
groups emerged in opposition to Palestinian authorities. The most famous of them, Jaysh al-
Islam (JI), cooperated with HAMAS in the kidnapping of Gilad Shalit.  

However, after HAMAS won the elections in Gaza during 2006, the movement started to 
crack down on the salafist-jihadists and launched fierce attacks on Jaysh al-Islam. In 2007 JI 
kidnapped BBC journalist Alan Johnston, and demanded Abu Qatada’s release from prison. 
Many saw this as a sign of ties to al-Qaida, but local disputes between Palestinian clans may 
have been more important [why?].  

Another salafist-jihadist group dubbed Jund Ansar Allah was founded in 2008 and remained 
active until 2009. Its leader Khalid Banat (Abu Abdullah al-Suri) came from Damascus and 
claimed to have fought with Zarqawi and Bin Laden in Afghanistan and Iraq. The group 
recruited among young members of the Izzadine al-Qassam Brigades who were eager to 
fight despite the ceasefire between HAMAS and Israel. In 2009 this group attempted to 
attack Israeli soldiers with explosives-rigged horses.87 One Palestinian web forum called 
Shabakat Filastin lil-hiwar (Palestine’s Dialogue Forum) participants appear to sympathize 
with the salafist-jihadist trend and discuss Qatada’s persona and texts.88

There are five salafist-jihadist groups spanning Gaza and Sinai: Jund Ansar Allah, the Army of 
Islam (Jaysh Al-Islam), Tawhid Wal Jihad, Ansar Al-Sunna, and Jaljalat. They are under 
though pressure from HAMAS.
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 HAMAS cracked down on the group declaring an Islamic 
Emirate in Rafah August 2009. The leader of Tawhid Wal Jihad was arrested by HAMAS. The 
jihadists responded by killing Italian peace activist Vittoris Arrigoni.   

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      

86 xxx 
87 "Radical Islam in Gaza, "ICG Middle East Report no 104 29 March 2011, URL: 
http://www.crisisgroup.org/~/media/Files/Middle%20East%20North%20Africa/Israel%20Palestine/104%20Radic
al%20Islam%20in%20Gaza.ashx  
88 http://www.paldf.net/forum/showthread.php?t=133765  
89 Aude Marcovitch, "Armed Salafists in Gaza," Paris Liberation 28 February 2012 (translated from French, via 
OSC) 
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